Abstract
Introduction
The door composed of one shutter, pl. (1) and it contains three central rectangular panels, pl. (2) fig. (1) , but the upper and the lower panels are square, surrounded by decorative braids. The door is decorated with Natural floral ornaments and others abstract in Arabesque style carried out in highrelief carving. Its noticeable through the constructions that the general form which composed of three panels rectangular in shape was the most used form in the decoration of door inside the buildings of central Asia, two of the panels are narrow up and down the third panel extended vertically between the two -as shown through our study. This form represents a continuation of the doors during the Plate (1) a wooden Door at museum of Fine Arts in Tashkent.
------------Plate (2) the central rectangular panel of a wooden door. 
Raw material
The availability of trees in Central Asia had a significant impact on the production of various woodworks. The best types of trees which were used in the industry and wood carving were Walnut, Al-dalb, ash ,juniper "a type of pine trees", raspberry ,apricot ,beech and oak and pine [3], most of wooden artifacts which exist in Western Turkistan were made of local wood [4] .
Manufacturing techniques
The wooden door which we study was carved in high-relief, in this technique the decorative motifs raised a little than the ground, where the decorations here executed in floral ornaments which were a continuation of Timurid style carried out in natural way consists of branches and leaves as well as abstract motifs deprived from architectural motifs such as arches, multi lopped as in the central panel of the door. The manufacturing technique in this door is a continuation of the door in architectural buildings during previous periods. Carved woods which dated back to the early Mongol period and attributed to the second half of "7-8 H / 13-early 14 A.D", century one of the rare artifacts in Iran and western Turkistan such as the door of Bayazid Bastam mosque dated back to "707-709 H / 1307-1309 A.D", plate (5), carved in beautiful way decorated with inscriptions as well as floral and geometrical ornaments interlaced together which resemble the temporary ornaments on stone and stucco in Iran [5] . After these doors come the door of the great mosque in Nagan "711 H / 1311 A.D", which contain rectangular panels decorated with geometrical branches carry round leaves [6] , in addition we find another collection of column of carved wood in Jummi mosque in khiva, "13 H19 A.D" [7] . At the second half of 8 H / 14A.D century the area of western Turkistan reached a high level in carving wood, we have a collection of wooden artifacts which were attributed to Timurid period, such as many doors from the period of Timur made by the artists of Turkistan for example ,a door in the mosque of Ahmed Yasavi in Turkistan the main door dated back to "800 H / 1397 A.D" , while the inner door dated back to " 798 H / 1395 A.D" [8] . The floral decoration in the main panel remind us with the Quran stand plate (6) A.D", century ' [5] , at the madrasa of Ulg Beg "820 H / 1417 A.D", as well as a door kept in metropolitan museum from Kokand, the main panel executed in highrelief with interlaced forms composed of floral and flower branches decorations carrying big size palmettes surrounded by branches of leaves in high-relief, This door was painted before which was a habit in western Turkistan , we can notice through the remained colors that the ground was painted in blue and the decorations in red, green ,brown and gold colors, By the comparison of wooden artifacts which dated back to "9 H / 15 A.D" such as frames , windows, doors of the tomb of Timur in Samarqand we can decide that our door dated back to the end of "11-13 H / 17-19 A.D", Thus khiva, Tashkent and Kokand become the main centers of this technique.
Decorations
Decorative styles used on the wooden door characterized by the variety of its decorations which came as a reflection of decorative development in Timurid art in general at the end of "8H / 14 A.D" century and continued till the period of our door-in using natural floral motifs such as floral leaves which we find on our in different forms, simple leaves. Simple leaves at this door took the form of small size leaf enlarges from the bottom and narrowed in upper part and ended with a pointed top, fig. ( fig.  (3) . As well as simple trilogy floral leaves, fig. (4) . And other complicated leaves inside the small trilogy floral leaves beside multi-petal rosettes, fig. (5) . And other took the shape of almond, resulting from two halves of palmettes adorned at the upper and the lower parts with tri-lobed floral leaf as it executed in the decorative bands which separate the panels of the door, other minute braches waved to Form interlaced circles. From them small rosettes emerged. Figure ( 2) a simple leave at the wooden door.
Geometrical decorations in architectural form
Among the architectural elements which commonly used for decorating the applied antiquities in Central Asia was the lobbed arch , which took various Forms, It was composed of small arches and bows Followed each other which were seven or more and used for adorning the middle panel of the door .
Conclusion
Through the this study, it could be concluded that the same decorative elements continued for a long time before the studied door which came as a reflection of the Timurid style which characterized with the use of natural Floral ornaments as well as abstract motifs in Figure (5) 
